
   Compound Interest  
Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

7s RED- 

REDBAIT ABDEIRT to denounce as Communist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDBAYS ABDERSY REDBAY, small tree [n] 

REDBIRD BDDEIRR bird with red plumage [n -S] 

REDBONE BDEENOR hunting dog [n -S] 

REDBUDS BDDERSU REDBUD, small tree [n] 

REDCAPS ACDEPRS REDCAP, porter [n] 

REDCOAT ACDEORT British soldier during American Revolution [n -S] 

REDEARS ADEERRS REDEAR, common sunfish [n] 

REDEYES DEEERSY REDEYE, railroad danger signal [n] 

REDFINS DEFINRS REDFIN, freshwater fish [n] 

REDFISH DEFHIRS edible rockfish [n -ES] 

REDHEAD ADDEEHR person with red hair [n -S] 

REDLEGS DEEGLRS REDLEG, bird with red legs [n] 

REDLINE DEEILNR to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods [v -D, -NING, -S] 

REDPOLL DELLOPR small finch (small bird) [n -S] 

REDROOT DEOORRT perennial herb [n -S] 

REDSKIN DEIKNRS variety of peanut [n -S] 

REDTAIL ADEILRT type of hawk [n -S] 

REDTOPS DEOPRST REDTOP, type of grass [n] 

REDWARE ADEERRW edible seaweed [n -S] 

REDWING DEGINRW European thrush [n -S] 

REDWOOD DDEOORW very tall evergreen tree [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s RED- 

REDBRICK BCDEIKRR modern British university [n -S] 

REDHORSE DEEHORRS freshwater fish [n -S] 

REDLINER DEEILNRR one that redlines (to withhold loans or insurance from certain neighborhoods) [n -S] 

REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S] 

REDSHIFT DEFHIRST displacement of spectrum of celestial body toward longer wavelengths [n -S] 

REDSHIRT DEHIRRST to keep college athlete out of varsity play in order to extend his eligibility [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REDWATER ADEERRTW blood disease of cattle [n -S] 
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